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GCMedica offers a range of sterile single use equipment covers to 
maintain instant sterile filed for theatre equipment in operating room. 
Our products include camera cover, operating light handle cover, 
C-arm drape and camera drape. Easy to use design provides cost 
effective and time saving solutions.
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Designed with len and easy applying foam fixing ring.
Available with square len and round len with different 
sizes for different camera.

Camera
Cover

Product code DescriptionPicture

GC9006A01

GC9006A02

GC9006B01

Round len O.D 85mm, 10cm long

Round len O.D 75mm, 8cm long

Square len O.D 65mm, 10cm long
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Available with rigid light handle cover and flexible light  
handle cover.
Provide an instant sterile interface between non-sterile 
surgical lamp and the sterile surgeon and nurse.
We supply reusable metal adapters to standardize your 
lights to apply sterile light handle covers. Our adapters 
cover most operating room lights in market.

Light Handle
Cover

Picture

Flexible, green color with double 
rings

Flexible, green color with rebar

Blue color

Product code Description

GC9005B01

GC9005B02

Flexible, green colorGC9005B03

GC9005C01

Rigid, green colorGC9005F01

Sponge fixing ring type, blue colorGC9005A01

Flexible, purple colorGC9005E01
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Standardize your lights to apply sterile light handle covers 
and quickly set up sterile filed. 
Various adapters fit most operating room lights in market.

Metal Adapter For Light 
Handle Cover

Picture

Fit for blue color light 
handle cover 
(GC9005C01)

Fit for blue color light 
handle cover 
(GC9005C01)

Fit for blue color light 
handle cover 
(GC9005C01)

MAQUET and STERIGIS 
AS lights

MAQUET and STERIGIS 
AS lights

MAQUET and STERIGIS 
AS lights

XLED lights

XLED lights

XLED lights

Fit for green and purple flexible 
light handle cover (GC9005B01/
GC9005B02/9GC005E01/
GC9005S01)

Fit for green and purple flexible 
light handle cover (GC9005B01/
GC9005B02/9GC005E01/
GC9005S01)

Fit for green and purple flexible 
light handle cover (GC9005B01/
GC9005B02/9GC005E01/
GC9005S01)

Product code Description
Applicable 
operating lights

GC1968A01

GC1968B01

GC1968C01

GC1968L01

GC1968L02

GC1968K01
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Endosccopic camera drape creates an instant sterile field 
around endoscopic camera heads and cabling. By 
eliminating the need for between-case sterilisation, these 
sleeve options can save money on costly repairs and 
prolong the life of equipment.

Endoscopic 
Camera Drape
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Buckle securing design allows quickly and easy scope change 
during procedures.
Closed buckle with high definition lens, acting as sterile barrier 
as well, offers camera full protection and extend its service life.
85mm broad ring reduces risk of contamination to the sterile 
field.

Quick-change Endoscopic
Camera Drape

High definition lens end ensure the HD image quality of camera.
Closed end design offers camera full protection from 
contamination, acting as a reliable sterile barrier. 
Allow quick and easy scope change during procedures without 
compromising sterility. 
85mm broad ring reduces risk of contamination to the sterile 
field.

High Definition Endoscopic
Camera Drape

Picture

Picture

Size 150mm x 2.5m, Ring aperture 85mm

Product code Description

GC1956A01

Size 160mm x 2.35m, Ring aperture 85mm

Product code Description

GC1956B01
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Ring style drapes ensure easy and efficient application 
without compromising sterility.
85mm broad ring reduces risk of contamination to the sterile 
field.

Ring Folding Endoscopic
Camera Drape

Product code DescriptionPicture

GC1956C01

GC1956W01

TPE elastomeric end with two tapes, 
Drape film is contained within ring.

Open tip with two tapes
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C-Arm drape is used for isolating X-Ray from the 
contamination source during the surgical operations. 
It quickly builds up a sterile field for patients and doctors 
during procedures.
Clip fixing design for easy application.

C-Arm 
Drape

Consist of 2 scope / fluoroscopy drapes 
and one drape with 6 clips

Product code Description

GC9024M01



CONTACT US

INFO@GCMEDICA.COM

WWW.GCMEDICA.COM

0086-510-88880366

LOUJIN INDUSTRIAL PARK, SHUOFANG, 
WUXI, 214143, P.R.CHINA
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